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Accessibility

by Christen Bouffard

–

and Online Course Content

Not everyone accesses online content in the same ways.
This is true across various media including text, images,
audio, and video. Planning your online course content
to be accessible to as many people as possible ensures
that more students can benefit from the information you
share. Thinking proactively about the accessibility of your
course content can also make the process of working with
Disability Services faster and easier when a student in your
class requests accommodation.
State and federal standards and guidelines help to clarify
just how to go about the business of making our online
courses usable for all students. The web content guidelines
for accessibility for UAF are informed by the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and subsequent amendments.
You may have heard of Section 508. Section 508 is an
amendment to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and directly
addresses access issues to electronic and information
technology, regardless of a person’s physical, sensory, or
cognitive disabilities. These regulations apply primarily
to federal agencies, but provide useful guidance to anyone
looking to make their course more accessible.
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0,
another set of guidelines to help organizations plan the
accessibility of their online content, are based on four
overarching principles. These principles provide clear
areas of focus as you think about the presentation of
content in your course:
nnPerceivable

- Are information and user interface
components presentable to users in ways they can
perceive?

nnOperable

- Are user interface components and navigation operable?

nnUnderstandable

- Is information and the operation
of the user interface understandable?

nnRobust

- Is content robust enough that it can be
interpreted reliably by a wide variety of user agents,
including assistive technologies (like screen readers)?
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THINGS YOU CAN DO RIGHT NOW

If you have ever tried to read through any of the standards and guidelines mentioned above, you know they
are dense because they address a breadth of issues and
applications. Drawing from the ADA, Section 508, and the
WCAG, here are some things you can do in your course
right now to help make it more accessible.
n Provide

text alternatives (ALT text) when using
images to describe what they depict. Not everyone
will be able to see your images. What do they need to
know about them?

n Provide

captions or transcripts for audio and video
content. If you link to content outside of your class,
such as a YouTube video, double-check that the captions are accurate. Auto-captions a frequently wrong.

n Use

semantic markup elements such as headlines,
block quotes, and tables to contextually describe
information in a document. This assists adaptation of
the document to another format (MS Word to HTML,
for instance).

n Ensure

that document text can be made larger.

n Choose

a font that is simple and easy to read. Ornate
display fonts can inhibit readability.

n Ensure

that color is never used as the sole mechanism
for conveying meaning.

n If

timing is a factor in your class, how flexible will you
be if a student accommodation requires more time?
This applies both to reading expectations and timed
quizzes or exams.

n Check

resources you link to from your course to
ensure that material is accessible as well; evaluate the
quality of that accessibility.

Students requesting accommodations in your class should
notify Disability Services. Disability Services will inform
you when these accommodations are required. Retroactive
changes may end up being rushed. Instead, be proactive
where possible. Address what you can ahead of time
in your course content to provide the best experience
for students. More information is available on the UAF
Disability Services website.

iteachu.uaf.edu

Designing Rubrics

–

THE PROBLEM WITH RUBRICS

by Chris Lott

–

Use with caution!

You’re probably familiar with the old joke in which a
man’s wife notices him cutting the ends off the ham before
baking it. He tells her that’s the way his dad does it and
it’s a key secret to the wonderful taste. When the man’s
wife finally asks her father-in-law about it he laughs and
replies, “That’s not it! If I don’t cut the ends, the ham
won’t fit in my pan.”
Similarly, when I ask any group of teachers about their use
of rubrics, nearly every hand will be raised. But when I ask
about the origin of rubrics or how they came to be used so
often, I hear mostly crickets.
Many educators, steeped in received wisdom, don’t know
that rubrics evolved to support consistency in assessing
the essay portion of standardized tests and that their
use in other fields—and even when evaluating writing
without significant training of those using the rubrics—is
questionable. And promoting consistent evaluation wasn’t
the only force behind the rubric revolution…they also
support efficiency when dealing with a high volume of
assignments.
There are more forces behind the proliferation of rubrics
that aren’t about teaching and learning:
Rubrics anatomize and extend the (already questionable)
concept of letter grades.
Rubrics focus on objectivity over the (sometimes
necessarily) subjective elements of assessment.
Rubrics compensate for a lack of trust in teachers by
institutions and accrediting bodies.
Which isn’t to say that rubrics are categorically bad or that
the non-pedagogical reasons for them should be ignored.
Instead, I suggest our use of rubrics be approached with a
healthy amount of skepticism!

TIPS FOR BETTER RUBRICS

Sometimes the best rubric is the one no one else sees.
Devising a rubric can be a great assistance when building
curriculum and activities even if you never show it to the
students.
Use rubrics to support process and revision. Even with a
well-composed rubric it’s possible to receive work that
meets all the criteria but is, taken as a whole, terrible.
Rubrics make the most sense during the formative stages.
Leave room for surprise! Assignments sophisticated and
creative enough to demand a rubric lend themselves to
unpredictable high-level performances. The top-end of the
scale might well be unknown.
Avoid overly complex rating scales. The difference
between a 7 and an 8 on a 10-point scale is often
meaningless. 2-4 values is usually enough.
Blanks spots in the rubric are OK. Some criteria are simply
done properly or not; you don’t need to create artificial
levels.
Lose most of the rubrics. Use rubrics like a strong spice,
where it supports but doesn’t overwhelm or become the
focus of the dish. Usually this is in the more “objective,”
task-based activities.
Performance is not the same thing as learning. Rubrics
focus on the former; sometimes a little cognitive friction
and dissonance is a good thing.
Saving time can be good for teachers without being good
for teaching. There’s nothing wrong with using rubrics to
save time…but in that case let’s not pretend it’s about the
pedagogy.

–

RESOURCES

nnhttp://elearning.uaf.edu/go/wp-rubrics
nnhttp://elearning.uaf.edu/go/rubric-debate
nnhttp://elearning.uaf.edu/go/rubric-examples

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Discussion Prompts I

by Owen Guthrie

Fertilizing the Garden of Ideas
Designing quality discussion prompts can be a challenge
whether building an online discussion forum or trying to
better engage the classroom learner. As instructors, we’ve
all asked questions of our students that failed to lead them
to our verdant garden, blossoming with student ideas.
Instead, at one time or another, we’ve led students to
deserts of superficial or pat answers that lay shriveled in
darkness with only the chirping of crickets as adulation.

–

THE POWER OF CONFLICT

In retrospect, what we needed, many times, was a richer
discussion prompt. There are diverse strategies and
approaches, but one of the most effective ways to generate
conversation is to build some narrative tension into the
discussion. Just as a good story contains elements of
narrative conflict, conflict in the classroom around ideas
and the expression of perspectives is inherently engaging.
The trick is to manage that energy, keep it focused,
positive, and constructive. Constructive is an appropriate
word, particularly in this context. Your prompt provides
the rich humus in which student understandings may
germinate and grow; your prompts should also challenge
students’ critical thinking and reinforce habits of
evidentiary-based reasoning. Constructive discussion
prompts are part of a solid constructivist pedagogical
practice.

–

WEEDS IN THE GARDEN

Unqualified statements, half-truths, and statements
addressing common misunderstandings represent ripe
pickings for the instructor seeking to foment engaging
discourse. Further, discussion prompts should open
issues at the heart of your course and ask students to
address what Wiggins and McTighe call “big ideas” in
Understanding by Design. (Wiggins and McTighe 2005)
Complex understandings arise when students grapple with
substantive issues having messy or complicated answers.
And, if you seek to re-emphasize course content, you
can require student statements to be based on evidence
obtained from course materials.

–

CHALLENGES

One downside of this type of managed interaction is that
students who answer first tend to shape the direction
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of discussion. Students who disagree will often remain
silent or get distracted by the conflict rather than focus
on their own reasoned argument. One simple solution
to this problem is to have students submit short written
responses to the prompt prior to the discussion. Online
settings work particularly well for this as responses can
be posted by students ahead of time. Face-to-face courses
can add an asynchronous online discussion component, or
student classroom discussion or debate groups can be built
around positions in written responses The secret here is to
make sure students are invested in their ideas before the
discussion occurs. They need “skin in the game” to care
about the process.

–

SAMPLE DISCUSSION PROMPTS:

nnWho

won World War II?
nnIn what ways did the U.S. Constitution create (or not
create) a democratic government?
nnHow is the U.S. criminal justice system designed to
deliver justice?
nnHow is the Pythagorean Theorem essential in our
everyday lives?
nnWho colonized North America first? Why is this
important?
nnWhat is our responsibility as consumers and Alaskans
to the development of Alaska’s resources?

–

MORE TO COME

The tension inherent in your prompt, and in the materials
you provide, creates the driving energy behind your
discussions. As students absorb concepts, build their own
understandings, and wrestle with the ideas of their peers,
you are nurturing the garden of their ideas. However,
even the best designed prompts can fail if delivered with
poorly planned timing. Next we’ll talk about the fine art of
synchrony in your student discussion gardens.

–

LEARN MORE

http://iteachu.uaf.edu/manage-learners/engagingstudentsfostering-community/facilitating-discussion/
http://web.stanford.edu/dept/CTL/cgi-bin/docs/ta/pdf/
Master_effective_questions.pdf

iteachu.uaf.edu

Discussion Prompts II

–

by Owen Guthrie

Timing is Everything
Discussion Prompts I talked about how designing some
tension into discussions can yield a more engaging student
experience. This is often my first suggestion when I hear
from faculty that student discussions seem lacking. In this
article the inquiry centers around timing. Just like hosting
a dinner party, timing the various course elements is
critical when designing student interactions.

–

STRUCTURE THE DISCUSSION

Carrying on the analogy from last week, students need
time to absorb and consume your course materials,
lectures, readings, and content. They need even more time
for their ideas to germinate and grow on that content
before they put them out for display. Then, rather than
students offering their ideas and arguments sporadically
and intermittently, delineating the temporal boundaries
of the presentation adds even more energy to the
interaction.

–

TIME TO THINK

One simple pattern for an online asynchronous discussion
cycle is to have written responses to your discussion
prompt due by the end of the day on Tuesday, then
allowing students to discuss one another’s written
responses Wednesday through Friday. This cycle gives
the students Saturday through Tuesday to consume
course content and develop their ideas. It also gives
you, the instructor, an opportunity to read through
student discussions and post a wrap-up at the end of
the discussion. One effective method is referred to as
“summarizing and weaving” in this excellent article on
creating meaningful online discussions1. Saturday morning
works well for a wrap-up, but anytime over the weekend is
sufficiently timely.

RESULTS

These sorts of temporal boundaries focus the student
experience and set expectations with regard to response
participation. If the time window for initial posts and
responses is too broad, it becomes like a painful dinner
party with lots of awkward silences. Nothing kills
conversational energy like an impassioned, articulate and
well-constructed post that nobody responds to for several
days. Channelling the conversations of 20 to 30 students,
even asynchronously, into three days of interaction
should have the forums bursting with substantive
interaction.

–

WHEN TO DISCUSS

Timing is equally important in face-to-face discussions.
Make sure written responses to discussion prompts are
due before the discussion occurs. To ramp up the pressure,
you can randomly select students to feature for opening
remarks around a given topic. To cool off the pressure,
form teams around similar positions and then host a teambased debate or panel discussion.
Of course student discussions aren’t for all topics at
all times. They are merely one engaging tool that can
effectively promote evidentiary-based reasoning and
a constructivist learning environment. Designed with
questions or prompts that are intentionally compelling,
and with some careful planning devoted to the post and
response cycle, there isn’t any reason that discussions
can’t reward all with a bounty of learning outcomes.

–

LEARN MORE

Facilitating discussion:
http://iteachu.uaf.edu/manage-learners/engagingstudentsfostering-community/facilitating-discussion/
Tools for synchronous communication:
http://iteachu.uaf.edu/manage-learners/engagingstudentsfostering-community/synchronouscommunication/
More information:
http://webmarginalia.net/pedagogy/moderation-guide/
1http://cnx.org/content/m14135/latest/

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Effective Learning

by Dan LaSota

Spaced Repetition Systems

On my first day of high school I was given a slip of paper
with the combination to my book and coat locker. I
carried that slip of paper with me for a week, glancing
at it several times a day until the set of three numbers
was firmly in my memory. After that point, I no longer
needed the slip of paper to recall the opening combo—all
was well for freshman year. When I went back to school
as a sophomore, however, I found that I no longer had the
faintest idea of what the locker combination was. I had
forgotten it.

–

RESEARCH

The German psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus studied
this phenomenon in 1885 and noticed a remarkable thing.
When people learned factual information, recall decays
over time, but when a person relearns something, the
time it takes to forget that fact increases, i.e. the person
remembers it for a longer time.
Ebbinghaus’ work was expanded on in subsequent years.
In 1930 Theophilos Boreas discovered that the rate of
memory decay was logarithmic. Other researchers found
that the kind of information has an effect on our ability
to learn and remember. Material that is contextual
or relevant to the learner is more easily retained, in
contrast to the random sounds that Ebbinghaus worked
with. In the 1970s, Sebastian Leitner developed a system
to improve upon the efficiency of using flash cards for
learning. In Leitner’s system, well-known facts, those
which are answered correctly, come up less frequently
during memorization because the learner already knows
them. Instead, the learner spends more time with facts
that are more difficult to learn. These systems are now
referred to as Spaced Repetition Systems (SRS).

–

CURRENT TOOLS

Computers and the Internet have improved the
possibilities even more. Once flash cards go digital, there
are numerous benefits. Rather than using a manual
sorting system, the computer program can track which
questions need to be asked more frequently. Questions
can also be asked forward and backward. If I were learning
Spanish and I saw the word ‘casa’ I would know or find
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that the answer was ‘house’. When the card is digital, I can
just as easily be asked to translate in the other direction,
from English to Spanish. Of course, the information can
also be relayed to learners with pictures, sounds, and
video.
There is one platform, Anki, which does all these things
and allows instructors or students to create flash card
decks for study. The time investment in creating decks is
returned once you are able to share your questions with
multiple students, and there are many freely available
decks already published.

–

BEYOND FLASH CARDS

In this day of internet searches and querying Siri for basic
information, what place does recall of information have in
learning? Isn’t it more important to be able to find some
thing out than to know that thing? Largely, it depends.
Some information is so basic that it really is a first step
in broadly comprehending a larger concept. In some
cases, like learning a foreign language, there really isn’t
a substitute for knowing the word ‘restroom’. Would you
really want your surgeon to have to consult Google when
repairing a heart valve?
The essence of learning and teaching can’t and shouldn’t
be relegated to rote memorization though. If you can get
students to apply the basic facts, they’ll be strengthening
recall while simultaneously learning the larger context.

–

RESOURCES

nnExperimental

Psychology (1954). p 726.
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/dlttexppsych

nnSpaced

Repetition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaced_repetition

nnStudent

experience with SRS, from Wired:
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/dlttwozniak

nnAnki

SRS software website, shared decks in various
subjects: http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/dlttankidecks

nnGeneral

Anki documentation:
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/dlttankidocs

iteachu.uaf.edu

Flipped Classroom

by Jennifer Moss

Case Studies & Strategy

The flipped classroom is one in which, unlike traditional
methods, lectures and instruction take place outside of
synchronous class time, usually in the form of instructor
videos or screencasts, while homework and group
activities take place during class. The flipped class
model allows students practice time for applying their
understanding of the subject with access to immediate
feedback. Instructors also have more time for clarifying
difficult material and interacting directly with students.
This learner-centered
approach can work
“The flipped classroom
well, but there are
constitutes a role change for
strategies that should
instructors, who give up their
be kept in mind
front-of-the-class position in
when designing both
favor of a more collaborative
the flipped material
and cooperative contribution
and the classroom
to the teaching process.”4
experience.

At UAF, a Faculty Learning Community 1 was established
by a group of pioneering faculty members earlier this
year for exploring the flipped teaching modality across
disciplines. The website they created is a fantastic resource;
it is available at http://flipped.community.uaf.edu.
There you will find information on technology, ideas for
classroom activities, potential assessments for flipped
material, and a citation list for further reading. Also on
this site is a collection of valuable informal case studies
written by UAF faculty reflecting on their experience
teaching flipped courses. The examples outline what’s
worked and what
“My students love that they
hasn’t.

can ‘pause’ and ‘rewind’ my

The flipped modality
lectures to take notes or
can work well in many review material.”
subjects, including
Sarah Hayes, Assistant Professor
STEM education. In
UAF Dept. of Chemistry & Biochemistry
the UAF Electrical
Engineering 102 course, exam score comparisons
suggest a dramatic increase in success with the flipped
paradigm for student who perform in the mid-range and
tend to struggle. 2 A study from Villanova University,
in Pennsylvania, recently reported an increase in
student success across the performance range in flipped
engineering courses. 3

–

Image from: http://ctl.utexas.edu/teaching/flipping-a-class/what

STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

The following list of tips is borrowed from faculty who are
using the flipped method:
1 Start small; try flipping one lecture or specific
subject first.
2 Prepare and set expectations for the flipped
lecture style in advance and explain why it will
benefit the student’s learning experience. Explain
the students’ responsibilities and outline your
expectations.
3 To ensure students come to class prepared,
implement a for-credit assessment at the start of
class time.
4 Break students into groups to work on problems.
5 Make sure there is a clear connection between the
out-of- and in-class activities.
6 Prepare flipped materials and activities carefully
in advance.

–

More strategies, resources, and tips can be found at:
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/flipped

REFERENCE

1UAF Faculty Learning Communities - Office of Faculty

Development: http://www.uaf.edu/faculty_development/flc_ay13-14/

2Flipped Classroom Faculty Learning Community at UAF: http://

flipped.community.uaf.edu

3College of Engineering Data Shows Successful Impact of Flipped

Classrooms, Villanova University. https://www1.villanova.edu/
villanova/media/pressreleases/2014/0710.html

47 Things You Should Know About Flipped Classrooms, Educase,

2012. http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ELI7081.pdf

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Getting from A to B

by Dan LaSota

Pacing, Complexity & Hurricane Carol

A person’s first exposure to an academic course can be
daunting. As an instructor, this will be you the first time
you teach it. It will be your students on their first day
of class. A glance at the course calendar will not help. In
typical fashion, the weeks of the semester roll on with
huge amounts of reading and epic level assignments.
On paper, or in your syllabus, it can appear a daunting
task: How exactly do you impart the knowledge of your
course content to students in the short time period that a
semester spans? Do you throw them in the deep end and
hope they swim? Or is there a way to scaffold success.

One method is to begin with simple tasks and skills,
relative to your course, that build on small victories. Later
in the semester you introduce more complex tasks and
increase the responsibilities of the students as learners
and content creators.
Tasks can be simplified by breaking them into parts.
If you’d like to teach a particular skill that depends on
something more complicated, provide an in-progress
sample that already has parts of the work done. The
same kind of work can be revisited later with the more
competent student having to take on a larger number of
tasks until they can complete everything on their own.
It’s a well-known method in physical training that if
you want to be able to lift a certain weight, you train by
adequately lifting smaller amounts of weight. Recovering,
and then adding more and more weight until your muscles
adjust and grow capable of the lift.
Cognitively and socially, Vygotsky first observed
that people are able to complete tasks in groups with
mentoring that they would otherwise be incapable of
doing alone.1 This ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD)
as he called it, is a range of skills and tasks that
students can accomplish with just a bit of help
from peers. Carefully constituted peer groups
can foster the perfect ZPD for your students.
In May 1954, Roger Bannister ran a sub-fourminute mile in Oxford, England. During the
previous fall, across the Atlantic, my father,
under the tutelage of my former boxing
coach grandfather, ran a measured mile in
approximately 3:45 minutes. My father’s ZPD
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was extended to a huge extent by Hurricane Carol, which
blew on his back for the rainy jaunt down Route 107 across
Rumney Marsh. What did this accomplish? My father
developed a sense of confidence and belief in the possible.
While he never ran under four minutes again, he never
placed second in the mile either.
The point is that, given the correct training wheels, your
students can accomplish amazing feats. It is often the case
that they just need to be shown this themselves.
Up to this point, I’ve talked about making things safe for
your students, allowing them to slowly build up skills and
apply them to challenging tasks. This approach is often
appropriate for lower-level classes and younger students.
What about using fear as a motivational tool? As Peter
F. Drucker once noted, “No one learns as much about a
subject as one who is forced to teach it.”2
Consider divvying up projects and reports to students in
groups and have them be responsible for presenting to
their peers. Many students dislike this approach, because
it forces them to work in groups. But, it also forces them
to understand what they are presenting. In order to
succeed they can’t be passive. This approach requires
you to outline expectations and responsibilities, but has
multiple positive benefits.
Learning doesn’t have to be a steady monotonous pace of
unit-divided material digested week after week.
Knowledge can be gained in inciteful aha moments or
adrenaline-laced periods of preparational dread. You’re
the maestro. Begin with ‘lento’, build to ‘andante’, pause
to smell the flowers and appreciate progress while
observing ‘adagio’, then finish it off with ‘vivace’. Your
students will not forget your course.

–

REFERENCES

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zone_of_

proximal_development

2 http://www.goodreads.com/

quotes/219053-no-one-learns-as-muchabout-a-subject-as-one

iteachu.uaf.edu

Instructor Voice

by Owen Guthrie

The Voice Behind the Curtain

The other day I asked an emeritus faculty member
where he derived his teaching style from. Looking back
on a stunning 35 years of instructional experience, he
said he had a great mentor instructor in undergraduate
school and thought, “I want to be like him.” As we look
to the semester ahead and dust off our seasonal affective
disorder prescriptions, consider your voice. Where do
you speak from and where and how are you leading your
students?
On a landscape of public presentation styles, there
are baptist preachers and pentecostal ministers, press
secretaries and public service spokespersons, TED
speakers and infomercial hawkers, pre-school teachers
and, on the distant horizon, the erudition hills are
populated by tweed coated, pipe smoking scholars of the
most serious sort.

Think back to your most favored experiences as a student.
I mean your favorite experiences with faculty….when they
were teaching...their courses. Where were they on this
landscape? Were they wondrously effective at relaying
just the facts, or did they have a sprinkle of evangelical
fervor? Some faculty can pull off the illusion of possessing
overwhelming knowledge and vast erudition to the extent
that it becomes a pleasure simply to sit before them and
bask in their radiance. These are few. Others find success
with a bit of showmanship thrown into the mix. Still
others find satisfaction in a more minimalistic delivery
style similar to a White House press secretary.
Where do you fit in? On this landscape, how do you roll?
How deliberately do you embrace the performance aspect
of instruction? When are you teaching from your heart,
and when are you faking it, and does it matter?

Take a moment to see what Jeffry Tambor has to say on
the subject of instructor voice at the inspirational 2014
SXSWEDU keynote presentation: Performing your life in
the classroom. The most pertinent bit starts about eight
minutes in the video, but the whole is relevant.
http://goo.gl/XAnKtq
The Simon Fraser University Center for Teaching and
Learning has put together a series of videos on voice and
presentation skills. These open resources are available on
YouTube:
http://goo.gl/XhC4JN
Lastly, consider the comments of one of UAF’s very
own emeriti faculty members. Here, Professor Emeriti
Dr. Ron Smith shares a few thoughts on the subject of
instructional voice.
http://goo.gl/KhcUf8

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Ipsative Assessment

by Brooke Sheridan

The Value of Competing Against Yourself

Hughes suggests that ipsative feedback be kept separate
from the conventional grading system already in place
for the course.1 Detractors of ipsative assessment suggest
that evaluations based on this method are invalid to future
instructors, or to any person or body that will be looking
at the student’s overall academic performance. And even
if ipsative assessment is used to augment traditional
grading, as it seems Hughes is suggesting, the amount of
additional work that would generate might be enough to
put any instructor off of the possibility of using both (or
more) methods of assessment.

Ipsative assessment is the practice of determining a
student’s progress based on their earlier work. Many
assignments and rubrics are designed to measure student
work in the normative assessment mode; that is, against
a static set of criteria—often necessarily so. But it’s worth
it to take the time to examine why and how we use the
assessment methods we do, and to consider the value of
allowing students’ own progress to be the benchmark
against which successive performance is measured.1
Ipsative assessment reflects a “personal best” sense of
progress that we see commonly in athletics, such as
working to improve one’s time in a 5K run. And students
assessed on academic work in this way experience “pride
in their work,” and it “[helps] them take a longer term
view of learning,” one study suggests.2 Dr. Gwyneth
Hughes suggests that it may sound utopian, but “could be
used to identify students who are on an upward trajectory
and are willing to learn.” Hughes suggests a few ways in
which an instructor can offer ipsative feedback:
1 Look at both the student’s earlier work and her
current work.
2 Ask student to identify what she considers to be
her own areas of weakness in specific assignments
and then reflect on if/how she may have improved in
subsequent work.
3 Decide how the student has progressed and suggest
the next steps the student takes.

10
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Ultimately, there’s something to be said for, even in
part, asking students to compete against themselves,
and not each other. This could be a hard tack for a lot
of high-performing students who thrive because of the
competition of the “instant gratification” of traditional
assessment methods—but again, if used in conjunction
with traditional grading methods, the shake-up could
prove as useful to students as to instructors.

–

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT ASSESSMENT

nnhttps://iteachu.uaf.edu/online-training/

develop-courses/planning-a-course/
assessment-mapping/
nnhttps://iteachu.uaf.edu/online-training/
develop-courses/planning-a-course/
the-learning-assessment-cycle/
nnhttps://iteachu.uaf.edu/online-training/
develop-courses/planning-a-course/
outcomes-evidence/

–

REFERENCES

1Hughes,

G. (2014, December 9). “Want to help students
improve their work? Mark them on their progress”. The
Guardian. Retrieved from http://www.theguardian.com/
higher-education-network/2014/dec/09/mark-studentsprogress-ipsative-assessment?CMP=new_1194

2Brown,

S., & Knight, P. (1998). Assessing Learners in Higher
Education (Teaching and Learning in Higher Education).
London, UK: Routledge.
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It’s in the Syllabus

–

Another Look
“WHAT TEST?”

How many times do you find
yourself answering questions
whose answers are outlined clearly
in your syllabus? Probably more
than you’d like. So how do you get
students to read the darn syllabus?
Here are two ideas:

–

by Madara Mason

–

A LIVING DOCUMENT

Creating and sharing your syllabus
using Google Docs is a great way to
avoid excuses from students who are
either absent from class or simply
absent minded.
1. Create your syllabus in Google
Docs and save it to a folder with the
title “Handouts” inside your Google
Drive.

VISUAL CUES

The infographic syllabus on the
right is an example of using visual
cues to chunk syllabus information
and create an engaging reading
experience. Icons, color blocks,
font changes, and high contrast
are all used to control how quickly
the reader is able to search for
information and even how well
they may remember it.
2. Create an email group with all of
your students’ emails and name the
group.

This syllabus was posted online so
that students could scroll through
a single image to find information,
but it can be used in print versions
as well.

3. Go into the Syllabus document
and in the upper right hand corner,
click “Share”.

Try using some of the following
free infopraphic tools to create
your own:
nnhttp://piktochart.com/

4. Tell your students they must
access the document and put their
name at the very bottom to show
they’ve read it. You can update it at
any time and students will always
have the latest version.

nnhttp://infogr.am/
nnhttp://www.easel.ly/
nnhttp://create.visual.ly/

iteachu.uaf.edu
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PechaFlickr

by Heidi Olson

Learning with Improvisation
Imagine 20 random photos that someone else chooses for
you, each one projecting on the screen for 20 seconds,
while you develop and deliver a presention to a room
of your peers. Doesn’t that sound like fun? What kind of
learning does this kind of improvisation encourage?
confidence and understanding of material
responsiveness to visual cues
spontaneous thinking
boasts creativity
perfects presentation skills
PechaFlickr is a great online tool that allows for improvisation in the classroom.

–
–
–
–
–

–

HOW IT’S DONE

Go to http://pechaflickr.net/
Enter a key word or tag (the Flickr safe search option
is used when searching for images but there are no
guarantees).
Select “Advanced options” to change the number of
slides (default is 20) or to change the duration for
each slide (default is 20 seconds for a total of 6:40).
Advanced options also give you a link to share, if you
choose.
Click play.
A starting screen will display before the first slide
appears and the fun begins.
When PechaFlickr is completed, thumbnails of the
images and a list of the image links will display.

–

–

EXAMPLES AND RESOURCES

–
–
–
–

–

CLASSROOM PRACTICES

Breaker exercise
– IcePresentation
skill exercise
– Writing prompts
– Foreign Language vocabulary and conversation
– Storytelling
– Application of theoritical concepts
– Review for exams or test
– Interpretation of social contexts
–
Create your own unique tag for preloading images to
Flickr that are pertinent to your discipline.

Incorporating activities in the classroom that are active,
rather than passive, have proven benefical in long-term
learning for better understanding and retention.
For more information about using Pechaflickr see these
helpful website resourses:
nnPechaFlickr: http://pechaflickr.net/
nnTechnology and Learning

http://studentsteach.it/
an-evening-learning-with-alan-levine/
nnNeurophyschological Viewpoint:
http://appliedimprov.ning.com/profiles/blogs/
improvisation-and-learning-a
nnTechTalk 2013 Speaker Alan Levine using
PechaFlickr:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiEMkUE0sHY
nnDS106 Assignment Bank:
http://assignments.ds106.us/
Video of UAF eLearning-hosted PechaFlickr at the Pub:
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/pechaflickr

Using the tag word “nanook” the slide images that were
displayed included some unexpected results.
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Service Learning

by Janene McMahan

–

Adds Depth & Increases Engagement
Use service learning in your course to help students gain
perspective. As an instructor, you strive to encourage
students to learn, strengthen their understanding by
adding depth to their knowledge, and give them realworld experience through service learning. Service
learning is another facet of active learning. Ask students
to apply what you teach.

–

WHY USE IT IN YOUR COURSE?

Service learning is a well tested method. UAF’s mission
stresses service by including the terms public service and
active citizenship.1 Service or experiential learning allows
your students to practice their understanding.

Can service learning
“[students] are helping out as a
be used in online
classroom volunteer...they plan
courses? Sue
and implement a lesson with a
McGorry researched
small group of students under the
this with two
supervision of the mentor teacher.”
Marketing courses;
Joanne Healy Ph.D., UAF EDSE courses
results suggest there
is no significant
difference between deploying service activities in a faceto-face modality versus an online environment.2 I’ve
come across multiple faculty using service learning since
considering how to use it in CITS F222, my online Web
Design course.3

–

EXAMPLES

nn

Laura Conner has students in her Communicating
Science course practice what they are learning by
teaching science in a community setting.

nn

Sarah Frick is having students add closed captioning
to videos for a legal studies class. Online students
use YouTube for this; they learn video and metadata
concepts while
“My students are excited to help
making materials
other students.”
more accessible
Sarah Frick, Professor for UAA Guidance
to students from
150: First Year Experience Course
another course.

nn

Joanne Healy
routinely has undergraduate and graduate students
working in K-12 classrooms. They learn valuable
skills by observing students and teachers together.

INTEGRATING SERVICE LEARNING

Look to your fellow instructors as well as entities like the
CNSM Office of Education and
Public Outreach who include
“training undergraduates and
graduate students in science
education and outreach
practices” and “to provide
opportunities for, and assistance
with, faculty outreach efforts” as
part of their goals.4
Break up the process over four
stages to integrate service
learning into a course:

photo by Don Peterson

1 PREPARE - Make sure the service learning project
aligns with the course goals listed in the syllabus;
integrate the project into the course content.
2 IMPLEMENT - Provide philosophical and
pedagogical support for learning objectives and
outcomes prior to and during student experience.
3 REFLECT - Learning and performance is measured
by students and instructors.
4 DEMONSTRATE/CELEBRATE - Students show
their work and instructors share with their peers.5
Have students reflect on the process; clearly communicate
your reasons for using service learning. Be creative in your
teaching practices—your students will remember these
types of activities for decades!

–

RESOURCES

1UAF

Mission and background: http://www.uaf.edu/uaf/about/
mission/ and http://www.uaf.edu/uaf/about/mission/background/

2McGorry,

S.Y. (2012) No Significant Difference in Service
Learning Online. Journal of Asynchronous Learning
Networks, 16(4), 45-54.

http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ982681.pdf
3CITS

F222 Web Design project description:

4NSM

Office of Education and Public Outreach

http://cits222.community.uaf.edu/path2014/

http://www.uaf.edu/cnsm-outreach/

5A

Checklist for Implementing Service-Learning in Higher
Education http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/slchecklist

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Students As Creators

–

by Jennifer Moss

Learning Through Making

–

THE PROCESS

The act of creation involves a thinking process that is
based on one’s capacity to understand and synthesize
existing ideas and combine them in new ways. This
process requires that the individual spend time critically
thinking, reflecting, reacting, and using imagination.
It also requires some amount of innovation, divergent
thinking, and creative risk taking.

Those familiar with Bloom’s Taxonomy remember that
evaluation and creation are considered higher-order
critical thinking elements of the classification system.
Some folks argue that the traditional structure of learning
be turned upside-down 2, 3 so that through the creative
act, students solidify and strengthen understanding
through spending more time in investigation and idea
revision. Whether the creative act takes place as a
demonstration post-knowledge gathering or as an initial
foray into inquiry and discovery, involving students in the
creative process certainly fosters a deep understanding of
connections and meaning making within the knowledge
domain.
“many teachers feel students never
truly arrive at ‘understanding,’ they
are often stuck at ‘remembering.’
This means they never reach
higher-level thinking.” 3
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THE PRODUCT

Student-centered projects are often iterative and
collaborative and include things like students
designing experiments, students creating video or
audio presentations to share on a public blog, or using
alternative presentation formats such as Prezi or
augmented reality. More
ideas for technology you
can have students create
with can be found at:
http://iteachu.uaf.edu/
online-training/growskills/

–

THE START

morethanenglish.edublogs.org

“A shift is taking place in the focus of
pedagogical practice on university campuses all
over the world as students across a wide variety
of disciplines are learning by making and creating
rather than from the simple consumption of
content….University departments in areas
that have not traditionally had lab or hands-on
components are shifting to incorporate handson learning experiences as an integral part of
the curriculum. Courses and degree plans across
all disciplines at institutions are in the process
of changing to reflect the importance of media
creation, design, and entrepreneurship.” 1

If you’re thinking about challenging your students to
create, it’s a good idea to become very familiar with the
process yourself first. Poll your students for what they
would rather do; would they prefer to write a standard
research paper or would they rather create a multimedia
presentation? Gather resources for students to use if the
product they are creating involves technology. Try one
idea at a time in class to see how it goes, don’t expect it to
be perfect the first time and take notes for modifications
for next time.
When students are involved actively and creatively in the
learning process, the project they work on might be their
most memorable learning experience from college. What
was your favorite assignment that you were given in your
studies?

–

REFERENCE

1NMC Horizon Report 2014 - Shift from Students as Consumers to

Students as Creators - http://www.nmc.org/pdf/2014-nmchorizon-report-he-EN.pdf

2Flip This: Bloom’s Taxonomy Should Start with Creating

- http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2012/05/flip-thisblooms-taxonomy-should-start-with-creating/
3Learning by Creating: Turning Bloom’s on Its Head - http://
blogs.techsmith.com/for-educators/blooms-learning-bycreating/
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To Withdraw

by Brooke Sheridan

or Not to Withdraw

Every semester there’s a deadline for instructor- and
student-initiated withdrawals. It’s also your deadline
for communicating with students who are not on track
and possibly working out a productive plan for course
continuation. Withdrawing a student results in a “W” on
her transcript (as opposed to the possible “F” you foresee
without significant improvement) and would not factor
into her GPA.

There are multiple considerations when deciding whether
to withdraw a student. Consider the following scenarios,
options and implications.

–

WHAT’S THE SCENARIO?

It’s the day before the deadline for instructor- and
student-initiated withdrawals and students should have
completed roughly half of the coursework. You have one
student who you are 99% sure will not pass the course.
Consider these different scenarios:
1 Despite her worthy best efforts, the student will not
pass the course. She will definitely have to take it
again if it’s required for her major.
2 The student has experienced a personal catastrophe
from which she will not academically recover by the
end of the semester. She has had no control over
this situation.
3 The student enrolled in and paid for the course, but
showed up only a few times—or not at all.
4 The student showed up enough to fulfill the base
attendance or participation requirements, but
never put forth enough effort to earn a cumulative
midterm grade over 20% (for example).

–

W

OPTIONS:

If you haven’t been able to come up with a mutually
acceptable plan for the student to succeed, you can:
Withdraw her as an act of housekeeping for your own
convenience, which will also let her know that she will not
be able to complete the course, and that she will need to
take it again if it’s required in her major.
Or,
You can leave the student enrolled in the course to
ultimately receive an “F” on her transcript, which will
affect her GPA and possibly her eligibility for future
financial aid.
It’s important to make every effort to communicate with
the student before withdrawing her from the course.
UAF has a Freshman Early Warning system in place and
eLearning sends out reminders every semester to double
check your roster for students who have enrolled in your
online course but have not contributed at all or whose
presence in your course has dwindled significantly.
You may have a black-and-white approach to student
withdrawals/failures, but if you don’t, consider some of
these implications and options.

RESOURCES
2014-2015 UAF Catalog:
nnWithdrawal Policy - http://www.uaf.edu/
catalog/current/admissions/registration.html
nnGrading

Options - http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/
current/academics/regs1.html#Grading_Options

iteachu.uaf.edu
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The Care of Progress

by Janene McMahan

How do students know you’re providing feed back?
While this world of online courses continues to expand, it
is essential to create a path for improvement for students
to travel easily. Your thorough feedback is part of the
continuous improvement and learning loop. Scaffold a few
assignments or allow students to turn work in multiple
times to reach goals and to ensure their learning is in line
with the objectives you’ve set.
Consider the importance of feedback as part of the
formative assessment process. When you walk the path
between formative and summative assessment, ask your
students to join you and ensure they have the road map
in hand. Provide a few low-stake graded activities (or
non-graded items) on the way to a high-stake assessment.
Formative assessments help you monitor how your
student is progressing. Your personalized feedback crafts,
nudges, and improves their learning experience. For
example you might ask your students to turn in a research
or project proposal for your review. The feedback you
provide allows a student to revise and refine their ideas;
as a result you get a stronger paper or project to grade in
the end.1

Let’s take a look at the feedback mechanism in Blackboard.
1 Check what the student sees by clicking on Go To
Student View and then on My Grades.

2 Instruct students to click on the dropdown to Expand
Grade Details.

3 Or, have them click on the title to view the full grade
report.

While you might think students can evaluate their
work by your score and the assignment instructions,
you are strengthening the whole learning process by
providing clear feedback. “Consideration of standards
and criteria is not enough in itself, unless they are applied
to the learner’s own work and feedback sought on the
appropriateness of the application, then learners cannot
be confident that they are able to use them to improve
their own learning. … evidence from formative assessment
research suggests that engagement with the task is likely
more readily to lead to learning.”2
To benefit from your feedback, students must first know
where to look. It’s a good idea to provide instructions on
where to find it.

–

REFERENCES

1

http://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/basics/
formative-summative.html

2 Boud,

D. (2000). Sustainable assessment: Rethinking
assessment for the learning society. p. 161. Studies in
Continuing Education, 22(2), 151-167.
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Individualized feedback to the student is every bit as
powerful to student success in your course as your
module objectives and student outcomes, as stated in your
syllabus. Your feedback shows the student where she is on
the learning curve between not knowing and being able to
apply the materials being studied.
iteachu.uaf.edu

Visual Notetaking

by Brooke Sheridan

–

Doodling and more
In school I’d sometimes get scolded for “doodling”
during class. The charge was that because I was drawing,
I couldn’t possibly have been paying attention. Since
then I’ve learned that for me, and for lots of people like
me, drawing and attention are linked, the former often
improving the latter.

–

Visual notetaking isn’t just for cartoonists whiling away a
boring class. If you can create very basic shapes and write
legibly, then you can create visual notes.

DOODLING

Your students may find that if they attempt to listen
to a lecture, for example, with utterly still hands, their
minds wander and they end up with poor retention of
what was being said. If, however, they occupy their hands
by doodling while they listen, they end up with a much
stronger sense of not only the content of what they’re
listening to, but of the discussion as a whole—even if
they’re not trying. One study1 suggests that doodling
wrangles the attention so that primary focus isn’t
distracted by wandering thoughts.
Students might doodle on good old-fashioned notebook
paper, and there are several free digital tools that may
facilitate doodling:
nnAdobe

Ideas
nnBrushes 3
nnPaper
nnInkflow
nnDrawCast

–

BUT I CAN’T DRAW!

And just like with traditional notetaking, the more you
practice, the better you’ll get—and you’ll have your own
style, as well.

–

IT’S EVERYWHERE

Visual notetaking, and other forms of visual literacy, is
gaining a foothold in pedagogical practice. Practitioners
are sharing their work and offering training sessions for
use in education and elsewhere:
http://www.sunnibrown.com featuring the book The Doodle
Revolution
http://www.visualnotetaking.net is a “curated blog
covering the creative world of visual notes, visual
recording, graphic facilitation, graphic recording and
sketchnotes.”

VISUAL NOTETAKING

Visual notetaking is a more active task of processing
information—a lecture, again for example—in a final
product that will serve as a useful memory-jogger. Visual
notetaking may be the result of doodling, though doodling
does not necessarily result in a referenceable artifact.
1http://pignottia.faculty.mjc.edu/math134/homework/
doodlingCaseStudy.pdf
iteachu.uaf.edu

http://thenearsightedmonkey.tumblr.com Lynda Barry is a
consistent source of information and inspiration regarding
visual notetaking and doodling (check out her Doodling
and Neuroscience course offered at the University of
Wisconsin.)
Even more about visual notetaking: http://maps.
playingwithmedia.com/visual-notetaking/
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3D Printing

by Jennifer Moss

Get Your Things Here
Have you been thinking about 3D printing something for
your classroom, lab, or just for fun but don’t know how
to get started? There are a plethora of easy-to-use and
inexpensive online services to help with that! Here are
some we have found to help send you on your way to 3D
printing bliss.

–
–
–

PRINTABLE MATERIALS INCLUDE

nnplastics: flexible, strong, detail, frosted, translucent, elastic
nnmetals: steel, sterling silver, brass, bronze, gold, platinum
nnfood: http://3dprintingindustry.com/food
nnothers: castable wax, sandstone, ceramics & more!

FIND A 3D MODEL

Yeggi is a search engine just for finding printable 3D models:
http://www.yeggi.com

BUILD A 3D MODEL

Check out these free 3D model creation applications, in
order by ease of use:
nnTinkercad (online): https://tinkercad.com
nn3dtin

(online): http://www.3dtin.com

nnSculptris:

http://pixologic.com/sculptris

nnAutodesk

123D: http://www.123dapp.com

nnGoogle Sketchup (online): http://www.sketchup.com
nnWings

3D: http://www.wings3d.com

nnBlender:

www.blender.org

–

3D math models: http://3dmathmodels.site.wesleyan.edu

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

There are some important rules of thumb you will need to
keep in mind when creating a 3D model. Always look for
tutorials and tips from your printing service, as they will
be able to best advise on the design for specific materials.
See also, Make: Top Ten Tips for 3D Printing http://elearning.
uaf.edu/go/make-designforprint

–

3D PRINTING SERVICES

These online services will print out your designs and rush
them to you. There are many others out there but these
offer inexpensive options, various materials, and available
vmodels by other users.
nnShapeways: www.shapeways.com
nnsculpteo:
nnIncept

http://sculpteo.com

3D: http://www.incept3d.com

nni.materialize:

–

http://i.materialise.com

Digital Safari-Elephant by http://xyzworkshop.com

TEACHING RESOURCES

For ideas of how to use 3D printers in class and for information on local 3D printing resources, please visit:
http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/tt-3dprinting
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Molecular models in a chemistry lab

http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/3dchemmodels
iteachu.uaf.edu

Add-Ons

by Heidi Olson

–

Google functionality at your service
When using a Google Document or Sheet, have you found
yourself asking, “Wouldn’t it be nice if I could do [insert
task] like I can in Word or Excel?” Google Documents
(Docs) and Google Sheets are part of the UA Google
Applications package and are available for all students,
staff, and faculty. The package includes many of the same
types of applications that you might find in the Microsoft
Office suite but stripped of many of the enhanced
features. Fewer options means a lower learning curve and
quicker processing time when it comes to software.
Google read your thoughts about enhanced features and
has provided a mechanicsm for adding functionality to
its Documents and Sheets called “Add-ons.” Google Addons are completely optional and the user is in control in
choosing the extra functionality that is desired.

–

SHEETS: STYLES ADD-ON

Complicated spreadsheets can be much easier to read
if you add color features that are consistent. In Google
Sheets you can highlight cells to accomplish this, but
remembering exactly which color and tint you used can be
a challenge. The Google Add-ons called “Styles” can help
you manage this task easily with a set of pre-defined styles
for Sheet components, such as: comparison cells, data and
model cells, themed cells, titles, and headings. Want to
colorize alternate rows? Select your rows and use the color
picker to a create a spreadsheet that is easier to read.

–

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Some Add-ons will need to be downloaded by other
viewers, in order for them to access the feature.
Read the reviews before trying them out.

GET / MANAGE / REMOVE

Open a Google Doc or a Sheet and look in the menu bar
for “Add-ons” and then select “Get Add-ons”.

Not all Add-ons work in the UA enterprise version of
Google Applications.
Pro-versions of applications are often available for a
subscription or fee.

Installation is simple. After reading the overview and
watching any accompanying videos provided by the
developer, just click on the “+ Free” button.
Select “Manage Add-ons” and you’ll find information on
using the product, getting help, reporting a problem and
removing the “Add-on” if you find it doesn’t work as you
expected.

–

DOCUMENTS: TABLE OF CONTENTS ADD-0N

You can already add a Table of Contents to your Google
Doc, but it only lives at the top of your work. The Google
Add-on called “Table of
Contents” allows you to create
a table of contents with up
to six levels. As you scroll
through the document, it
remains visible in a side bar.

Develop your own Add-on, if you don’t see what you are
looking for!

–

RESOURCES

Table of Contents: https://chrome.google.
com/webstore/detailtable-of-contents/
ickpeaanccmmabadbfiknbobkmkdnnaj?hl=en
Styles: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/styles/
nkhhmdlcfanccpjadngacgjgecfbheje?hl=en
Developer Resources: https://developers.google.com/appsscript/add-ons/
How-to Use Add-ons and Suggestions: http://googledrive.
blogspot.com/2014/03/add-ons.html
How-to Use Add-ons and Suggestions: http://computers.
tutsplus.com/tutorials/enhance-google-docs-and-sheetswith-add-ons–cms-21339
Teaching Tip Live: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TOmAX6HX5c8

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Bb eLearning Tab

by Jennifer Moss

–

Your Resource Inside Blackboard
Are you teaching or are you enrolled in a UAF
eLearning-supported course?
If so, you may have recently noticed a new feature in
Blackboard we call the ‘UAF eLearning Tab’. If you haven’t
checked it out, next time you log into Blackboard, look
next to the ‘My Blackboard’ tab at the top right and click
on ‘UAF eLearning’. You will find three sections there with
lots of important and helpful information including links
to social media on each page.

–

THE NEWS SECTION

nnWhat’s

happening at UAF eLearning

nneLearning

on Facebook

nneLearning

publications

nnLink

to Online Success Lab for students

THE FACULTY SECTION

nnFaculty
nnLinks

development calendar & events

to faculty resources & training

nnHelpful

links for student-related services

–

THE STUDENT SECTION

nnAcademic

advising information

nneLearning

contact information

nnAcademic

calendar & other helpful information

Note: The UAF eLearning Tab will only be
viewable if you are teaching or enrolled in a
UAF eLearning course.
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Blackboard vs Word

by Owen Guthrie

Don’t Get Caught Between the Lines
Many instructors have spent frenzied final hours before
a semester’s launch wrestling content into Blackboard.
One frequent source of challenge is that nearly all of
us develop our lectures, notes, and syllabi in Microsoft
Word and when we transfer these materials online, we
unwittingly wander into a decades-old battleground. We
innocently expect that we should be able to copy and
paste from our Word document directly into Blackboard.
But the potential layers of complexity and conflict can be
more than frustrating.
The root of the problem is that Microsoft Word
documents contain invisible XML code that controls
formatting. When you highlight and copy a selection from
your Word document, you’re capturing these invisible
codes, or worse, little orphaned fragments of formatting
code. When you then paste your selection into a text
editor in Blackboard, these invisible codes are going to
haunt you, haunt you.
So, how can we safely get our content into Blackboard
from Microsoft Word?
1 Consider typing the entry directly into Blackboard.
Even if you’re retyping, you might just save yourself some
time in the long run. Saving time in Blackboard makes
you a Blackboard Rockstar.
2 From Word, you can save your work as a plain text file.
(Save As, Format:Plain Text). From this new plain version,
you can safely copy and paste into Blackboard. You will
lose some of your formatting, but you’ll also leave behind
the invisible code haunts.
3 Complicatingly, some browsers are reluctant to let
you paste into Blackboard. In Chrome, if you insist, you
can shoehorn your selection into the Blackboard text
edit window by adding the shift key to your (CTRL + V)
or (CMD + V) keyboard paste shortcut. When you add
the shift key it tells Chrome that you’re serious. (SHIFT
+ CTRL + V) or (SHIFT + CMD + V) on Chrome can paste
about anything into Blackboard.
It’s a bit more fiddly in Firefox. Open a new tab in the
browser and type about:config. Click the “I’ll be careful,
I promise” button to proceed. The configuration screen
will appear, and in the search bar at the top, search for
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dom.event.clipboardevents.enabled. The page will list only
one line, and the value field should list “false”. Doubleclick the line, and the value field will change to “true”.
After restarting the browser, your copy and paste function
should work.
4 If you do end up with an ugly formatting tangle in
Blackboard, there’s one last tool you can use as a sort
of life ring. Once your content is in the text editor
in Blackboard, use (CTRL + A) or (CMD + A) to select
everything, then use the “Remove Formatting” option in
the Blackboard toolbar.
5 Lastly, if you are desperate to retain your formatting

and want to try something more wizardly, you can
try converting your word document to HTML, then
pasting that HTML into Blackboard. From Word, Save
As, Format:Web Page (.htm). Once you’ve created the
web-friendly version of your document, go to the View
menu in Word and select HTML Source down near the
bottom. Select everything you see (CTRL + A) or (CMD +
A) then copy (CTRL + C) or (CMD + C). Now, from within
Blackboard, select the little HTML button slightly below
and to the right of the Remove Formatting button as
pictured above. A new little window for HTML entry will
open. Paste your HTML in there and click “Update”. Voila!
Blackboard is much better at understanding HTML than
XML.
When done, click “Submit” to save/post your work to
Blackboard. Best of luck and safe formatting.

–

REFERENCE

More information about the complexity of the issue from
Microsoft’s perspective: http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/lhword
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Captioning Video

by Christen Bouffard

–

Using YouTube’s Caption Editor
Many of us use video in our classes, but sometimes we
forget that video is a media format that is not as equally
accessible to all viewers. Viewers who are hearing
impaired will not be able to hear the voices, music, or
background audio we include in our video. It is our
responsibility to take steps to ensure that we make video
content accessible for as many of our viewers as possible.
Video captions assist viewers in comprehending video
information more effectively by providing a secondary
way to access video content. This is helpful not only in
the case of our hearing-impaired audience, but also in
cases where audio levels in our video are too quiet or lowquality.

–

REVIEW YOUR AUTO-CAPTIONS

If you are curious about the accuracy of your video’s autocaptions, log into your YouTube account and review them.
Locate your video and turn on the Closed Captions feature,
located at the bottom right of the video player. Watch your
video. The captions will appear at the bottom of the screen
as the video plays.
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If you need to edit the auto-caption track, select the “CC”
button from the Edit toolbar, below your video.

Next, select the language of your video in the drop down
to the right of your video (1). A light gray button will
appear titled with the language you selected. Select that
button (2).

WHAT IS INVOLVED?

Captioning video is a simple process if you host your video
on YouTube. YouTube has a built-in auto-caption service
that attempts to create captions for your video soon after
it is uploaded. Unfortunately, the software YouTube uses
to caption your video doesn’t always transcribe your
words perfectly. Not to worry: It is very easy to refine the
auto-caption transcript of your video using the caption
editor.

–

EDIT YOUR AUTO-CAPTIONS

TEACHING TIPS are brought to you by
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You are now able to review the text of your auto-caption
track.

Clicking on any of the text in captions will make them
editable (3). Make your changes. Note that you are able to
play the video as you review the caption text. Playing the
video while you edit the caption text will help you catch
errors. When you are finished, publish your changes. Your
video now has an accurate closed caption transcript to
accompany the audio.

iteachu.uaf.edu

Google Forms

by Heidi Olson

Validating Form Answers
Google Forms have so many great uses, both inside of the classroom and as a productive administration tool. The power of
Google Forms comes in the collection of responses into a Google Sheet, which has similar basic evaluation capababilities as
that of Microsoft Excel.
Forms collect data and as Peter Sondergaard, senior vice president at Gartner, Inc., says, “Information is the oil of the 21st
century, and analytics is the combustion engine.”. But as we all know, unless your data has parameters and consistency
in how it displays, you may not be able to quantify the results or make informed decisions. When you want the responses
to questions to be in a specific format, you might have to apply validation rules. For example, if you create a text field and
you are looking for a “yes” or “no” answer, you might want to limit the responses to “Yes” or “No” instead of “Y,” “yeah,”
“confirmed” or “N,” “nah,” “negatory.” In Google Forms, you can set validation criteria for checkbox, text, and paragraph
text form fields inside the form. Each type of question validation has different settings. You can use regular expressions to
help define what kind of data is acceptable. Validation looks for a specific pattern of data that is entered by users and aids
in your analysis once the results are collected.

–

TEXT AND PARAGRAPH QUESTION TYPES

The validation settings for text questions allow you to
use numbers,
text, or regular
expressions as
validation tools.
Within each of
the validation
settings there are
multiple options
for defining
acceptable
responses in order to further define the acceptable
answers from your users.
For example, let’s say you want to ask users to enter
their preferred phone number using dashes between the
three sets of numbers. Choose “regular expression” and
“matches” from the drop-down menus. Enter “^[2-9]\d{2}\d{3}-\d{4}$” into the pattern field.
If users don’t use a “dash” then their input will be denied.

–

CHECKBOX QUESTIONS TYPES

The validate settings for checkbox questions allow you
to require a specific number, or a range of numbers of
options that users select. If you ask for a specfic number
of questions to be
answered or if you
allow for a range
of checkboxes you
can choose from
the “Select at least,”
“Select at most,” or
“Select exactly” from the dropdown menu. Don’t forget
to enter some error text so users get an idea of why their
entry might be denied if they don’t follow your directions.
For example, let’s say you want users to select 3 of 4
options. Choose “select exactly” option and then put the
number 3 in the
next field. Enter
error text like,
“You must select 3
of the 4 options.”

–

RESOURCES

nnhttps://support.google.com/docs/

Options for paragraph question types are similar to text
question types with the exception of the option to set
number validation.
iteachu.uaf.edu

answer/3378864?hl=en&ref_topic=6063592
nnhttp://www.labnol.org/internet/
regular-expressions-1
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Gradebook Totals

–

by Shelly Baumann

To Run or not to Run

HOW TO USE BLACKBOARD’S GRADE CENTER RUNNING TOTAL OPTION

Whether you use a Weighted Total column and/or the Total column, you should take a look at how the use of the Running
Total option affects your students’ perception of their grade.
To experiment without adjusting an actual student’s grade record, I recommend using the Bb Demo User that is created
in your Grade Center after you have clicked on the Go To Student View button located in the
upper right corner under the tabs that say My Blackboard and Courses.

–

The Running Total option, ON or OFF, works the same whether you use Weighted Total or not.

RUNNING TOTAL OFF

The benefit of turning off the Running Total option is
that you don’t have to enter zeros for any assignments
a student doesn’t submit. The total possible points will
calculate correctly using this option.
Example: A student has taken Exam 1 but hasn’t submitted
Assignment 1, which is past due. Total points for the
course is 115.

–

RUNNING TOTAL ON

Running Total option turned OFF/NO and NO zeros entered for
unsubmitted work.

If you choose to go with the Running Total turned ON (click YES), then the Running Total option will require you to enter
zeroes for all graded items that a student doesn’t submit. If no zeros are entered then the total possible points will not be
calculated properly.
Example: A student has taken Exam 1 but hasn’t submitted Assignment 1, which is past due. Total points for the course is
115.

Running Total option turned ON/YES and NO zeros entered
for unsubmitted work.

Running Total option turned ON/YES and zeros entered
for unsubmitted work. This is the same as you would see
if you use a weighted total with running total ON/YES and
entered zeros for work not submitted.

When using Weighted Total make sure the Running Total option for the Total column is set the same. Otherwise, the
student view calculation won’t make sense.
For more information see this video:
http://youtu.be/6B6QA5eZUdI
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If This Then That

–
–

by Madara Mason

Make Teaching Easier
LEVERAGING AUTOMATION

My life is complicated and technology sometimes
complicates it rather than simplifying it. However, I can
use automation to turn a frustrating series of tasks into a
single task by using a tool called If This Then That.

IF THIS THEN THAT

If This Then That (IFTTT) is a powerful tool that allows
you to automate actions based on a trigger and a resulting
action. Using simple boolean logic-like recipes, IFTTT
users can create automated actions like those on the right
by linking one “channel” (service) to another.

IFTTT can currently hook 151 different channels to one
another, which creates a staggering number of possible
recipes. Of course, you’re probably only using a handful of
channels, but you may still find the service useful.
To use IFTTT, sign up for the service, then begin creating
recipes. A recipe works something like this:

Consider browsing the public recipes of others for
inspiration as well!
To get started with IFTTT visit: http://ifttt.com

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Interactive Video

by Christen Bouffard

–

With Mozilla’s Popcorn Maker
PopcornMaker is a free to use, drag-and-drop video editor
that makes mashup-making easy, even with multiple types
of media. This is no ordinary video editor. It goes beyond
basic edits, enabling creators to augment video and audio
files by layering media resources on top of the timeline.
Creators have the options of working with:
nnYouTube
nnClyp

video

audio

nnSoundCloud
nnVimeo

audio

video

nnHTML5

media

nnImage

links
Using PopcornMaker, video can be transformed into a
more interactive sort of medium. Instructors can use it to
pause a video mid-stream and pose a question for deeper
thinking, to add pop-up translations where necessary, and
to provide additional resources from the web, in context,
while the video is playing. This makes it an interesting tool
for storytelling, enhanced lectures, instructional videos
and especially student projects.

–

nnPauses

and loops

nnPop-in

text and clickable links

nnGoogle

Maps

nnLoops

and skips within the video timeline

nnWikipedia

articles

SHARING VIDEO MASHUPS

Projects created with PopcornMaker can be shared and
remixed by others. The enhanced videos are stored online
and accessible by anyone who has a link. In addition,
because projects are created and stored using the online
editor, creators can collaborate on projects.
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Using PopcornMaker is simple:
nnStoryboard

your ideas.

nnCreate

a new project by providing a title, description,
and tags. Think of it as a blank video at this point.

nnOrganize

audio and video resources. Creators have
options to use single or multiple audio and video
sources. Audio from video clips can be muted to
introduce a new audio track or the original can be
left intact.

nnStage

the audio and video resources in the PopcornMaker editor as layers.

nnIntroduce
nnSave

events along the timeline of the video.

projects using the “Save” button.

nnShare

projects with the link provided by the PopcornMaker editor.

INTRODUCING EVENTS

Creators add additional information and interactivity to
videos by placing events in the timeline. Events occur at a
particular point in time while the video is playing and can
be presented one at a time, or simultaneously, to trigger
an action. What sorts of events can be triggered?

–

ENHANCING EXISTING VIDEO
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–

TIPS/BEST PRACTICES

nnDon’t

overwhelm viewers with too much at once;
time-based media is more demanding on viewer
attention.

nnStoryboard

events beforehand to save time
sequencing them in the timeline.

LEARN MORE AND VIEW EXAMPLES

nnhttp://popcorn.webmaker.org
n https://iconolith.makes.org/popcorn/2a3w
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Share Folders

by Christen Bouffard

Take Control of Collaboration in Google Drive
If you’ve been using Google Drive for some time you
may find your “Shared With Me” file list feels more like
clutter than a productive space for collaboration. Maybe that’s even a bit of an understatement, but there’s no
need for file frustration. You can manage the madness
a couple of ways, and they both start by sharing folders
not files.
First, let’s talk about the obvious solution; organizing
your own Drive files by creating folders. In this solution
you get to decide which files go in which folders. This
is the basic file management we are all familiar with at
work here.
Another way in which folders can be used is in the
context of project collaborations. Creating and sharing
folders is a more effective solution that can be implemented when project files need to be shared among
multiple collaborators. Sharing project folders instead
of individual files can help keep those files organized,
easy to find, and make sharing among your group very
simple.
Once you share a folder, all documents placed in that
folder will automatically inherit all of the permissions
of the folder. That means you won’t have to set individual file permissions when you add files to the folder,
and you will never forget to include a collaborator once
your folder has been set up.
The biggest advantage to sharing folders, in my opinion, is the control. If you ever have a new collaborator
join your team, or an existing collaborator leave your
team, you only have to remove or add him from the
folder permissions to remove or add his permissions
from all of the files within the folder. No more tedious
searching and modifying permissions on each individual document. By sharing folders, your group helps
each other stay organized in Google Drive.

iteachu.uaf.edu
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Socrative

by guest contributor, Rorik Peterson

Instant Participation
Using a student response system helps us gauge how well
students are grasping the concepts being discussed in
class. “Clickers” revolutionized this by providing real-time
feedback, but unfortunately require students to purchase
and register a device ahead of time.
Now nearly all students have at least one electronic device
with them in class, be it a smartphone, tablet, or laptop.
This led to the emergence of a few online immediate
student response systems. Socrative.com is one that
balances functionality with simplicity and intuitiveness. It
works great from any web browser on many devices.

–

GET STARTED

As an instructor you create a free account and give your
“room” a name. This is required once and remains yours
forever. Students simply go to socrative.com and enter the
room. The simple interface looks good on all size screens.

–

TIPS FOR STUDENT INTERACTION

nnStudent

progress is available immediately on a Live
Results page after launching a quiz.

nnStudents

can remain anonymous, or you can require
them to enter a name.

nnIf

there are multiple questions in a quiz, student
feedback can be provided with each question, and
you can let them change answers until they get it
right.

nnThe

short answer option looks for keywords in their
response so works well for qualitative answers.

nnLaunch

a quiz as a team competition, with students
randomly assigned to different teams. They compete
to see who can get the most correct answers, with
progress shown in real time.

nnGamifying

There are three types of questions possible: multiple
choice, true/false, and short answer. Create the questions
ahead of time and Start a Quiz during class, or pose a
question at any time in class and launch a Quick Question
with only two clicks. This is all done from the instructor’s
dashboard, which also looks good on any size screen, so
you can use any device as well. Just think, you can use this
tool and walk around the classroom answering questions
while monitoring class progress from your phone or tablet.
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an exam review!
Student responses may be downloaded to a PDF or
spreadsheet. As the instructor you could provide your
email to receive the file that way or upload it to Google
Drive. It contains all answers given if you want to go
back and perform a closer
assessment of how students
did. This is particularly useful
for large classes. Use this
form of student participation
to count as part of a grade
or to gauge attendance and
participation.

–

GIVE IT A TRY

http://socrative.com
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Creative Commons

by Brooke Sheridan

How to Share

Even if you’re not familiar with Creative Commons,
chances are you’ve benefited from the licensing
services they provide across the web to individuals and
organizations like Google, flickr, and Wikipedia.

–

THE CREATIVE COMMONS MISSION

Look familiar? Every Teaching Tip, for example, is licensed
under Creative Commons. This particular license “lets
others others remix, tweak, and build upon [our] work
non-commercially, as long as they credit [us] and license
their new creations under the identical terms.” Creative
Commons offers more and less restrictive licenses.

Creative Commons (CC) is a non-profit organization that
according to its mission statement, “develops, supports,
and stewards legal and technical infrastructure that
maximizes digital creativity, sharing, and innovation.”
What does that mean? Let’s say one day you notice
someone reading a magazine and the back cover has an
advertisement that features a picture of a duck that you
yourself took over a year ago and posted to your flickr
account. You’re both flattered and frustrated someone
liked your picture enough to steal it, but you’re not
getting any credit for it. This is one of ways CC can help
you out.

–

–

–

LICENSES

Creative Commons can apply six different license
types to your work—whether it’s a picture of a duck,
a scientific article, a blog post, etc.—that will show
users across the Internet how they can or cannot share,
modify, commodify, or in any other way use your work.

iteachu.uaf.edu

WHY USE CREATIVE COMMONS?

You may well ask yourself, “why would I bother sharing
my work anyway? Isn’t it automatically copyrighted the
moment I produce it?” As accessibility becomes a growing
consideration, more and more creators —academic
and otherwise—are looking to find reliable ways to
share their work. Beyond more altruistic motivation, a
Creative Commons license on your work (like a blog post
or photograph) encourages users to share your work
(because they don’t have to fear copyright infringement)
and to credit you (since that’s part of the CC licensing
agreement). The licensing process is also incredibly easy.
Once you understand what license you want, it takes a few
seconds to get an embed code that will accompany the
work it represents anywhere you store it online.

SEARCH

Creative Commons also offers a search service that, while
neither definitive nor exhaustive, offers a helpful start into
finding material you can use according to the CC licenses.
You can also perform a Google search that will filter your
results according to how they’re labeled for reuse. You
can find the “filter by license” drop down menu under the
advanced search options in Google.
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iTeachU

by Jennifer Moss

Faculty Resources Online
Have you visited iTeachU lately? The UAF eLearning
faculty resource website, iTeachU.uaf.edu, got a facelift
recently. Come check out what’s new! Whether you
teach a UAF eLearning-supported course or face-to-face,
the resources on this website are for all faculty.
FIND UPCOMING
Subscribe to our Google Calendar to get updates
TEACHING AND
on upcoming events.
TECHNOLOGY
TRAINING

VIEW
TEACHING AND
TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES

GET INSPIRED
AND CONNECT
WITH OTHERS

READ WEEKLY
TEACHING TIPS

FIND OUT WHO
WE ARE AND
WHAT WE DO

iTeachU.uaf.edu
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Promote Your Course

–

by Janene McMahan & Marissa Carl

And Increase Student Enrollment

Is your department counting on you to bring new students
into the discipline? Are your class sizes smaller than you’d
like? Often times being listed on the course schedule isn’t
enough. Here are some ideas to increase enrollment and
visibility of your class.

–
–

HOOK YOUR STUDENTS

Tell your current class about the other courses you teach
or pitch a logical progression class for them, even if it’s not
yours. If they like you as an instructor and/or really took
to the material, this will be an easy sell.

UTILIZE UAF RESOURCES

Many UAF schools and colleges have public information
officers and/or outreach coordinators* that are constantly
searching for a story to tell. If you are doing something
new or interesting in class, give them a call ahead of time.
These colleagues are experts in their field and will be able
to bring some attention to your work.

SHOW & TELL

More and more instructors are designing their courses
online and in the open, meaning students can peruse the
syllabus, assignments and readings—and make an educated
decision—before enrolling. Instructors can also put pieces
of their course in the open, allowing for a taste.
See your colleagues’ work: http://elearning.uaf.edu/go/
opencourses
As subject matter experts, consider presenting in public
(this can be anything from a short video taken from
your desk to a lecture series) and plug your course to an
audience that is already interested.

–

PARTNER WITH ELEARNING

If you are instructing an eLearning-supported course
(or thinking of creating one) take advantage of the
department’s full services, which include marketing
support for new and low-enrollment courses.
Contact Marissa Carl via mmcarl2@alaska.edu for details
about these strategic partnerships.

*Job titles may vary across campus.
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Letter to Our Readers

Teaching Tip Authors

The pages contained here represent the cumulative
efforts of UAF eLearning’s Instructional Design Team
over the last few months to share just some of what
we know about online education, best practices,
and explorations in pedagogy. It’s an ever evolving
effort, and our weekly forays into a diverse set of
topics help to keep anyone teaching at UAF abreast
of the latest ideas in teaching and technology. But
we don’t stop there; often we look to the past and
combine traditional modes of instruction with
contemporary tools to generate fresh ideas for your
classrooms. We hope you find this compilation
useful and please let us know if you would like to
contribute your own Teaching Tip!
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If you have an idea for a Teaching Tip you would like to
share with colleagues as a guest contributor to the Teaching
Tips publications, please contact an eLearning Instructional
Designer.
Contact information at:

https://iteachu.uaf.edu/who-we-are/
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P.O. Box 756700
Fairbanks, AK 99775-6700
2175 University Ave, Suite 200
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